We extend Parigot's -calculus to form a system of realizers for classical logic which re ects the structure of Gentzen's cut-free, multipleconclusioned, sequent calculus LK when used as a system for proof-search. Speci cally, we add (i) a second binding operator, , which realizes classical, multiple-conclusioned disjunction, and (ii) explicit substitutions, , which provide su cient term-structure to interpret the left rules of LK.
Introduction 1.Local methods for intuitionistic logic
It is standard practice to draw a sharp distinction between local methods of automated deduction for classical logic, inspired by techniques such as Robinson's resolution 24] and Maslov's inverse method 12] , and global methods, those inspired by Gentzen's sequent calculus 9] and Smullyan's tableaux systems 25] .
Local methods have the advantage of deriving small independent objects like clauses bearing a simple logical relationship to their parents and allowing This research was supported in part by UK EPSRC grants GR/J46616 and GR/K41687 under the common title, \Search Modules I: Representation and Combination of Proof Procedures".
wholesale dynamic simpli cation of the search space through operations such as subsumption.
Global methods, on the other hand, are typically analytic (e.g., 8]), bene t from complex implementation methods (e.g., 1, 3] ) and produce search spaces which are deep, but well-focussed on the shortest proofs available; proofs which are nevertheless (usually) exponentially longer than the shortest proofs available in their local, non-analytic, counterparts.
The characterization outlined above is broadly coherent for a truth-functional logic such as classical propositional logic. For a non-classical logic, such as intuitionistic propositional logic, global methods are more easily developed (see e.g., 7, 20] ) and, as Mints points out in his 14], many attempts to formulate local methods fail to preserve the essential properties of local methods for classical systems. He goes on to formulate a list of criteria by which a system can qualify as \resolution", and to present a local method which satis es them.
We have pointed out before in 26, 28, 20] that local methods are extended to the classical predicate calculus by means of Herbrand's Theorem and strong quanti er normal forms; the logical properties of the derived objects arising from the strong de nability properties of classical logic (Skolem-G odel Theorem). A careful treatment of this generalization, as contained in Bibel's paper 4] for example, reveals that the essential step in achieving a local treatment of quanti ers is the localization to connections (atomic clashes) of a global condition on instantiating terms. 1 We continued in this vein to show how to transform global conditions for modal connectives, easily stated in terms of global methods such as tableaux, into local conditions on connections 27, 28] . The step to acceptable resolution calculi satisfying Mints' criteria is then straightforward, q.v. 15] .
It is the propositional structure of the resolution method that gives it its combinatorial strength. The viewpoint outlined above suggests that in obtaining a local method for a non-classical logic we try to preserve the propositional structure of the standard method as far as is possible, modifying only the condition under which a particular clash or connection is sound. The complexity of the local soundness check should be small compared with the complexity of the propositional search space.
For intuitionistic propositional logic this approach is of particular signicance. Gentzen 9] formulates the intuitionistic sequent calculus LJ as a restriction of the sequent calculus for classical logic LK. The restriction concerns the use of weakening on the right. Since LJ is a restriction of LK, the latter is complete for intuitionistic logic, but not sound. By studying the structure of LK derivations under permutation of inference rules, it is possible to assess their intuitionistic force and hence use classical search with its simple combinatorics to determine intuitionistic provability.
In 22], we developed a system of terms based on Parigot's -calculus to serve as a system of realizers for sequent derivations in a disjunction-free fragment of classical and intuitionistic logic. Combinatorial operations on the realizers were used to enlarge the set of classical derivations that could be considered to have non-trivial intuitionistic force leading to a simpli cation of the search space.
In 23] we used Mints' Maslov-inspired translations between resolution systems and the sequent calculus, to extend the analysis to resolution yielding a characterization of the search space for that fragment of intuitionistic logic in terms of the search space generated by classical resolution.
In this paper we extend the results of 22] and 23] to include disjunction thereby simplifying and completing the picture of the intuitionistic search space in terms of classical resolution. This involves two steps. The rst is the formulation of a suitable system of realizers for full classical logic and the characterisation of the intuitionistic force of such realisers; the second is the lifting of that a characterisation to resolution via Mints' translations. An overview of the technical results follows.
Overview of technical results
In x 2 we develop the key properties of the -calculus: a system of realizers for full classical logic re ecting the properties of Gentzen's sequent calculus LK. This extends the results presented in 22]. 2 After a motivational discussion, we establish local con uence, strong-normalisation and con uence properties for reductions in the fragment of the calculus without explicit substitution (Theorem 6). The incorporation of explicit subsitution is then considered and proved to be of only syntactic signi cance (Proposition 7).
In x 3, we summarize and extend the results of 22] to account for disjunction.
A translation of sequent derivations into terms is given for classical logic. The terms are seen as realizers for the derivations. A realizer is said to be intuitionistic if it satis es a certain structural condition related to weakening and rule permutation. A sequent is intuitionistically provable if there is a classical sequent proof of it whose realizer is intuitionistic (Theorem 11). By de ning a ( nite) restricted operation of permutation on realizers we obtain a completeness result (Theorem 12): if a sequent is intuitionistically provable, then there is a classical derivation for which some permutation of its realizer is intuitionistic. True to the spirit of the outline above, the intuitionistic search space is rendered as a restriction of the classical search space together with a computable test for intuitionistic soundness.
In x 4, we show that (inessential variants of) Mints' translations establish tight connections between uniform proofs and resolution derivations (Lemma 21). We also show that for classical logic permutations in the resolution search space correspond to permutations in the sequent search space (Proposition 24). The results of x 3 then give realizers for (classical) resolution derivations.
In x 5, we use the results summarized in x 3 to assess the intuitionistic force of (classical) resolution derivations. The second instances of the rules ] and model contraction and weakening respectively. In the the last rule for ?, the name does not occur in . The term ]t realizes the introduction of a name. The term : ]t realizes the exchange operation: if A was part of before the exchange, then A is the principal formula of the succedent after the exchange. Taken together, these terms also provide a notation for the realizers of contractions and weakenings on the right of a multiple-conclusioned calculus. It is also easy to detect whether a formula B in the right-hand side is, in fact, super uous, i.e., there is a derivation of ?`t: A; 0 where 0 does not contain B; it is super uous if is not a free name in t. The negation of a formula A is modelled in the -calculus as A ?, and the two rules for ? express the fact that ? can be added and removed to the succedent at any time.
The variation presented below has two aspects. Firstly, in addition to implicational types, we include both conjunctive (product) and disjunctive types. The addition of the conjunctive types follows the standard method for adding products to the simply-typed -calculus. The addition of disjunctive types requires a more subtle approach.
For the conjunctive types we add the following constructs to the grammar for terms: t ::= ht; ti j (t) j 0 (t)
The rules of inference associated with these terms are given below in Figure 2 The key point in the addition of disjunctive types is naturally explained in the setting of the multiple-conclusioned sequent calculus.
One possible formulation, with a single minor formula in the premiss, follows the form of the right rule for disjunction in LJ, ? ?! A i ; ? ?! A 1 + A 2 ; i = 1; 2;
(1) yielding the usual addition of sums (coproducts) to the realizing -terms: t ::= inl(t) j inr(t) j case t of inl(x) ) t k inr(y) ) t An alternative formulation exploits the presence of multiple conclusions thus:
? ?! A 1 ; A 2 ; ? ?! A 1 _ A 2 ; : (2) This formulation is the more desirable as a basis for proof-search as it maintains a local representation of the global choice between A 1 and A 2 . In particular, this is the form of disjunction that is exploited by classical (and hence intuitionistic) resolution, which is the main application of the realizers in this paper.
But from the point of view of the -calculus, this latter formulation presents a new di culty. Suppose the -sequent ?`t: A; B ;
is to be the premiss of the _I rule. In forming the disjunctive active formula A _ B, we move the named formula B from the context to the active position. Consequently, _I is a binding operation. Therefore, we introduce the following additional constructs, to form the grammar of -terms: t ::= h it j : t The term : t introduces a disjunction and the term h it eliminates one. The associated inference rules are given below in Figure 3 
and de ned on all other expressions by pushing the replacement inside. If we had pushed the substitution through in the clause for h it, the substitution lemma fails: the term : ]h ix is well-formed if x is of type A _ (B C). If The second aspect concerns the addition of explicit substitutions, ft=xg.
These are crucial for an analysis of proof-search in that they provide representative realizers for possibly incomplete sequent derivations.
The raw terms of the -calculus are given by extending the grammar with the following -construct:
The corresponding inference rule is given below in Figure 4 The reduction rules for the -calculus, which are those of together with those necessary to avoid interference between -reductions and explicit substitution, are given in Figure 5 . Note that in the non-interference reductions, there is no case of the form tfu=xgfu 0 =x 0 g ; : : : : we do not compose explicit substitutions. 4 We use explicit substitution in two places. We assume standard variable-capture conditions. We also assume that any name of type ? is di erent from any other name in the term. The presentation of the -, -and -calculi taken here is not the only possible one. An alternative would be to reformulate the E-,^E-and _E-rules as left rules. It would then be necessary to take not only the usual cut rule, and then establish cut-elimination. 5 but also the -rule given above. The advantage of such an approach would be that we would obtain specializations of the -rule which would then amount to explicit versions of the L-rule and _L-rule. Finally we obtain the desired result as a corollary.
Corollary 5 All well-typed -terms are strongly normalizing.
Now we are in a position to deduce con uence from local con uence and termination.
Theorem 6 The -calculus is con uent. Proof The proof is a straightforward application of Newman's Lemma 11] , which states that a locally con uent and terminating notion of reduction is con uent.
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Now we turn to the addition of explicit substitution, to get the -calculus. Normally, substitution is a meta-operation and not part of the calculus itself.
As explained earlier, for the modelling of the L-and the _L-rule we need substitution to be part of the calculus. Hence we add a term t fs=xg for explicit substitution (corresponding to the implicit t s=x]) and turn the inductive de nition of substitution as a meta-operation into reduction rules. We call the rules for explicit substitution -reduction rules. The following lemma shows that the normal forms of the extended calculus are the normal forms of the -calculus, and that con uence is preserved. 3 The intuitionistic force of classical search
In 22], we presented a characterization of when search by means of the classical sequent calculus yields su cient evidence for provability in a fragment of intuitionistic logic, namely propositional intuitionistic logic with implication, negation and conjunction. The characterization takes account of the rule permutability properties of both logics. We de ned a translation, ?] ], from classical sequent derivations into terms of the -calculus 6 22, 16] and gave a feasible criterion for the corresponding -term to determine intuitionistic validity of the endsequent.
Based on this characterization, we de ned a proof procedure which extends the notion of uniform proof as de ned by Miller et al. 13] . The procedure was shown to be sound and complete for the fragment considered. In fact, the analysis of 22] can be extended, via the -calculus, to include disjunction. The details of this extension will be presented elsewhere. For now, we con ne our attention to a summary of the main points.
The As we shall see below, translations of resolution derivations do not only involve hereditary Harrop formulae; consequently Miller's results are not directly applicable for our purposes.
In order to capture the case of resolution derivations, we must generalize the notion of uniform proof to include all proofs that have all possible occurrences of the _L-rule as close to the root as possible. We call such proofs weakly uniform.
Corresponding to weakly uniform proofs, we have a class of weakly hereditary Harrop formulae for which weakly uniform proofs are complete. 7 We show in this section that each sequent has a weakly uniform proof which arises as the translation in sequent calculus of a normal -term of the appropriate type. In general, even the existence of such a weakly uniform proof is not enough to derive a search procedure, as formulated in 22]: we also need the ability to swap right introduction rules in the multi-conclusioned intuitionistic sequent 7 This class is described in x 4.
calculus. This is true for weakly hereditary Harrop-formulae, but not for all disjunctive formulae. But for resolution derivations the class of weakly uniform derivations is small enough; two weakly uniform derivations di er only in the order of the L-rules, and hence the search procedure from 22] still applies. We continued by giving a proof procedure for intuitionistic logic by extending a de nition of Miller et al. 13]: we de ned a uniform proof for the disjunctionfree fragment to be a sequent derivation where right rules are closer to the root than left rules. We call a proof fully uniform if right rules are preferred even over putative axioms, thereby ensuring that the succedents of all axioms consist of atomic formulae only. We then established the following completeness result for the fragment: The last two theorems are no longer true for intuitionistic logic with disjunction. We obtain meaningful results only if we weaken the de nition of uniform proof and ask for _L-rules to occur as close to the root as possible. De nition 14 We de ne a weakly uniform proof to be a proof in which all possible _L-rules are as close to the root as possible. In addition all axioms are only of ground types, and the rightmost branch of an L-rule with principal formula A B is always an axiom if B is an atom. Moreover, if the principal formula is (A C) B or (A^C) B, then the rule directly preceding the L-rule on the left branch is a R-rule or^R-rule respectively.
We obtain only the existence of a weakly uniform proof, but not the additional statement that there exists a weakly uniform proof for every order of right-rules. The additional constraints on the L-rule follow from the fact that if A i is a function type, then s i is a -abstraction and if A i is a product type, then s i is a product. Hence the translation of s i into sequent derivations ends with a R-rule and a^R-rule respectively. The fact that we consider a -term in long -normal form ensures that each subterm ?; z: A _ B`s: C is actually a term ?`case z of inl(x) ) t(x)jinr(y) ) s(y) : C. Hence the translation of this subterm ends with an _L-rule. 2 
Resolution in classical logic
In this section, we show that, under inessential modi cations, Mints' translations between resolution systems and the sequent calculus establish tight connections between weakly uniform proofs and resolution derivations in both classical and Proof It is enough to show this for formulae constructed using only of negation and disjunction.
Firstly, we construct, by induction over the structure of A, a set of clauses for the formulae :X _ A and :A _ X, where X is a propositional variable. If A is an atom, we simply take these two formulae. De nition 18 Let ? be a set of clauses, let C be a clause and let A and B be atoms. A resolution derivation of a judgement ?`C is given by: 9 Indeed, weakly uniform proofs are complete for a slightly larger class than this.
?; C; ? 0`C Ax ?`A _ :A EM ?`:A 1 _ C 1 ?`:A n _ C n ?; A 1 _ _ A n`C1 _ _ C n Res:
In the last case, we call the formula A 1 _ _ A n the input formula of the resolution rule.
Note that weakening is admissible in this system: whenever ?`C and also ? ? 0 , then also ? 0`C . We call a clause A a weakening clause in a derivation if it is not introduced by one of the rules. by assumption, which we simply take.
By applying the translation of sequent derivations into -terms, as given in 22], we obtain a -term for each resolution derivation. Moreover, this sequent derivation is weakly uniform.
Lemma 21 The sequent derivation associated with a resolution derivation is weakly uniform.
Proof Note that the right-hand side of all root sequents of such a sequent derivation is atomic. Furthermore any intermediate non-atomic formula on the right is reduced as soon as it occurs. Hence the sequent derivation is weakly uniform.
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As an example, we will give the resolution derivation and the corresponding Intuitively, this proposition indicates that the search for a weakly uniform derivation of a sequent with formulae in clausal form is as complicated as the search for a resolution derivation of the corresponding clauses. In other words, this proposition shows that the essential aspect of the resolution method is the transformation of formulae into clausal form; the complexity of nding the right input formula in a resoution derivation is the same as nding the right permutation in the sequent derivation.
This analysis carries over to the intuitionistic case (see next section), including the case of a resolution formula (A B) C. This is important because, in contrast to the classical case, in intuitionistic logic permutations of inferences do matter. Classically, but not intuitionistically, any permutation of a sequent derivation transforms a proof only into a proof and a non-proof only into a nonproof. Moreover, Egly 6] shows that the transformation of sequents into clausal form decreases the complexity of proof-search in intuitionistic logic signi cantly.
Resolution in intuitionistic logic
In this section, we develop a resolution calculus for intuitionistic logic based on the ideas above. The idea is to retain the resolution calculus for classical logic, because this calculus has no constraints on the order in which input formulae are taken. The translation of such resolution derivations into -terms is used to decide when the derivation provides su cient evidence that the formula is intuitionistically provable. Mints 14 ] also de nes a resolution calculus for intuitionistic logic. It is easily seen that his calculus corresponds to constructing weakly uniform proofs in LJ, with weakening pushed as close to the root as much as possible. It is important to note that Mints' calculus is not a restriction of classical resolution, but has special rules for each connective of the logic. where is interpreted as the disjunction of its members, and the input formula A _ C is added by weakening at the end and not obtained by a resolution step.
Mints' intuitionistic resolution

The intuitionistic force of classical resolution
In this section, we exploit the results given above and in 22] to assess the intuitionistic force of classical resolution. We take the association of terms with resolution derivations, as developed in the previous section, and identify when they provide evidence for intuitionistic provability.
The translation of formulae into clauses, referred to in Lemma 17, produces clauses given by the BNF Now we turn to the connection between the choice of input formulae in the resolution calculus and permutations in the sequent calculus. Consider the translation of a resolution derivation and examine all the permutations of L-rules and :L-rules. If one permutation yields an intuitionistic -term, then permutation of the order of introducing the input formulae yields the image of an intuitionistic resolution derivation under the translation. Hence, the soundness and completeness properties (Corollary 29) imply that the search for an intuitionistic resolution derivation amounts essentially to the search for a permutation of the L and :L-rules which yields an intuitionistic -term. As an example of this phenomenon, consider the formula (A B( A B) B) B. This example is the same one we gave in our previous
paper 22] to demonstrate how a permutation can transform a classical sequent derivation with no intuitionistic force into one with such force. The crucial point is that in order to obtain a weakly uniform intuitionistic proof, the L-rule with principal formula (A B) B has to be the rule closest to the root of the derivation. This is also true for the resolution derivation of the formula (A B^(A B) B) B in that the resolution step that uses the input formula corresponding to (A B) B must occur as late as possible; this gives rise to a -term which is intuitionistic.
